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Nanoporous silica gel structures and evolution from reactive
force field-based molecular dynamics simulations
J. M. Rimsza1 and Jincheng Du 1

Nanoporous silica-rich gel formed on silicate glass surfaces during dissolution in aqueous environment is critical in elucidating the
corrosion mechanisms and the long-term residual dissolution behaviors. Silica gel models were created using two types of methods
with reactive force field-based molecular dynamics simulations. The results show that the remnant silica gels created from the ISG
bulk structure have a more isolated and closed pore morphology and slightly higher glass network connectivity. This contrasts with
the gel structures created by hydrogarnet defect formation that exhibit more connected pore morphologies. The remnant gel
structures show lower water diffusivity which was explained by the nano-confinement effect of water molecules due to frequent
interactions of water molecules with adjacent silica walls and the more isolated pore morphology in the remnant gel structures.
These results reveal the complexity in terms of micro and atomic structures of these silica gels, and both structure features have
impact on water transport in the gel layer hence the passivating effect that controls the long-term dissolution behavior of these
glasses.
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INTRODUCTION
Silica gels are hydrated nanoporous silica systems commonly
found in the fields of biomaterials, including silicate-based
bioactive glasses,1,2 carbon sequestration,3,4 liquid chromatogra-
phy,5,6 and catalysis.7,8 Silica gels also form during dissolution and
consist of several alteration layers, including a hydrated glass and
a crystalline layer.9,10 Experimental elemental profiles have shown
that the alteration layer is deficient in soluble species, including
sodium, boron, and calcium but rich in silicon.9 The silica-rich gel
region undergoes constant restructuring, posing challenges to
experimental characterization due to the complex amorphous
structure and high level of hydration.11,12 Silica gels may passivate
the surface by limiting the diffusion of water molecules to reactive
interfaces, resulting decreased silicon diffusion into the surround-
ing environment.9,13 Alternatively, densification of the gel due to
collapse of silica structure or silica condensation from solution
may form a barrier to further dissolution.14–17 Experimental
investigations have attempted to identify the origin of the silica
gels and connect structure to the dissolution rate.11 Originally,
silica gels were theorized to form from the precipitation of silica
from an oversaturated solution,18 but studies using isotopically
tagged samples indicated that only 1:600 silicon atoms in the gel
structure had been deposited through condensation.11 Additional
investigation of alteration layers from isotopic and structural
analysis support these findings.10,19,9 Therefore, the silica gel is not
a precipitate but instead the reorganization of the remnant glass
structure after removal of the soluble species.11,20–22

Additionally, the gel is nanoporous, and the small pore size may
limit diffusion by slowing movement of water molecules through
the silica gel by formation of frozen or structured water.11

Structured water has been identified both experimentally23–28 and
computationally29–32 and is caused by the formation of hydrogen
bond networks at the water–silica interface which slows internal

diffusion.33 Previous investigations of structured water focused on
the interface between water and flat silica surfaces or in large
single pores, without considering the role of the gel struc-
ture.29,34,35 The complexities of the silica gel layer and the
resulting effect on water diffusion and dissolution rates makes
understanding the structure of silica gels a grand challenge in the
field of glass corrosion.
Computational methods provide atomistic insight into the

properties of silica gels through the development of atomistic
models which allow for structural and kinetic analysis of the
system. Direct development of silica gel models is relatively rare,
and instead nanoporous silica structures are created and hydrated
to form gels. Nanoporous silica models are typically created by
removing blocks of atoms from silica, creating highly ordered pore
structures that do not represent the complexities of experimental
systems.36–38 Alternatively, nanoporous silica models formed
through processes that mimic sol–gel39,40 or chemical vapor
deposition (CVD)41 methods have been created by classical
molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo simulations. Experiments
indicate that gels formed during nuclear waste glass dissolution
inherit features of the original silicate network structures after the
release of the dissolvable species (Na, B, or Ca) and are followed
by relaxation and repolymerization of the silica network,11 unique
from sol–gel or CVD-derived porous silica structures and gels.
Computational models of silica gels formed from an initial
multicomponent glass composition are rare in the literature,
possibly due to the complexity of the multicomponent borosili-
cate glass system, but these structures will allow for detailed
description of the structure and properties of dissolution-based
silica gels. Recent development of empirical potentials allows for
simulations of these boroaluminosilicate glasses.42

Such models require reactive and dissociative water potentials
to simulate water–silica interfaces. Early work by Garafolini et al.
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introduced a reactive water–silica potential for investigations of
hydrated silica systems and interfaces.43 However, the rigid ion
three bodied potential does not distinguish oxygen species in the
system, limiting the accuracy of the force field. Further develop-
ment of reactive force fields (ReaxFF) included parametrization to
established water–silica reaction mechanisms which can limit
spontaneous water–silica interactions.44 More recently, a set of
bond order-based charge transfer potential in the framework of
ReaxFF has been developed and used to study water–silica
interfaces.45 ReaxFF was originally developed by van Duin,
Goddard, and coworkers and then reparametrized by Yeon and
van Duin to improve the description of water–silica systems.46–48

ReaxFF describes bond breakage and formation due to the
calculation of bonding states based on interatomic distances.48

The bond order-based potential recalculates the bonding
environments at each MD step, allowing for smooth transitions
from bonded to unbonded systems. In addition to accurately
reproducing complex structural features, the ReaxFF potential has
also been used to simulate dynamic properties, such as
diffusion.45 The use of the ReaxFF force field in this work allows
for simulation of the dynamic heterogeneous nanoporous silica
gel structures.
In this work, atomistic silica gels models are formed from two

different protocols, one to mimic multicomponent glass dissolu-
tion, to provide a unique avenue to understand how the initial
structure of a glass can impact the resulting silica gel, and the
other from hydrogarnet defect formation from bulk amorphous
silica. Hydrogarnet defect is formed by substituting 4H+ with Si4+

and is the most prevalent structural defect of water uptake in
quartz, the stable crystalline form of SiO2, under equilibrium
conditions, as evidenced from both experimental and theoretical
studies.49,50 This represents one of the first atomistic classical MD

models which accounts for remnant silica structures in the
development of silica-rich gels, and is critical to the development
of silica gel models to understand dissolution processes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Short-range structure
Silica gels are hydrated nanoporous silica composed of inter-
connected SiO4 tetrahedron surrounded by water, with silicon
concentration varying between 40–80% in the DSG systems. In
comparison the RSG structure is composed of ~60% silicon, with
all other network modifiers (boron and aluminum) removed (Table
1). Here, the short-range features of the silica gel models are
discussed to highlight differences in water structuring between
the two model systems. The composition of the nanoporous silica
backbone is consistent between the two methods of gel
development (Table 2). The extended Si–O–H bond angle of
~124° compared to experiment is a feature of the ReaxFF force
field.51 A ~4° variation in the Si–O–Si bond angle also occurs, but is
within the range of values reported experimentally.52–54 Some
Si–O–Si bond angle variation may be due to the intermediate
range structure,55,56 discussed elsewhere in the manuscript.
Structuring of water inside the gel impacts diffusion and

reactivity, and has been suggested as a factor in the protective
nature of the alteration layers formed during dissolution. In these
models the Ow–Hw–Ow bond angles (Fig. 1a) and Ow–Ow

interatomic distances (Fig. 1b) exhibit the most variability with
the Ow–Hw (0.97 Å) and Hw–Hw (1.52 Å) interatomic distances and
Hw–Ow–Hw bond angles (103°) consistent with experiment.
Shorter Ow–Ow bond distances of 2.73 ± 0.02 Å are indicative of
interfacial structured water which forms within 10 Å of a surface
identified by proton NMR and neutron diffraction.27,29,57–60 In the
DSG systems the Ow–Ow interatomic distances decrease from 2.92
to 2.78 Å with increasing silica concentration, compared to ~2.85 Å
in bulk water. The contraction of the Ow–Ow pair distribution
function (PDF) for the RSG system is more distinct, with a pre-peak
located at ~2.69 Å indicating a unique pore structure of the RSG
(Fig. 1b). The pre-peak in the RSG system may indicate that the
water is either strongly confined, leading to the pre-peak in the
Ow–Ow PDF, or in more open diffusive geometries, creating two
separate peaks in the PDF. Similar behavior is seen in partially
confined water, with slightly contracted Ow–Ow PDF’s and a
second peak at ~4.0 Å for confinement between plates 7.4–8.6 Å
apart.61 Further investigation of the complex H-bond networks
present in silica gels would be beneficial to understand the role of
water confinement in complex geometries.

Table 1. System size, composition, and density for de-polymerized
silica gel (DSG) and remnant silica gel (RSG) structures

Structure DSG-400 DSG-600 DSG-800 RSG

Density (g/cm3) 1.25 ± 0.00 1.57 ± 0.00 1.91 ± 0.00 1.62 ± 0.01

Remaining Si (%) 40.0 60.0 80.0 60.9

Total Si (atoms) 400 600 800 618

Si/O ratioa 0.191 ±
0.000

0.290 ±
0.000

0.384 ±
0.005

0.312 ±
0.006

aIncludes all silicon and oxygen atoms in the system, including oxygen
from water molecules

Table 2. Interatomic distances and bond angles for the silica backbone structure of the de-polymerized silica gel (DSG) and remnant silica gel (RSG)
from the peak of the bond angle distribution and pair distribution function with the full-width-half-max in parenthesis

Interatomic distance (Å) Bond angle (degree)

Si–O O–O Si–Si O–Si–O Si–O–Si Si–O–H

DSG-400 1.58 (0.14) 2.59 (0.31) 3.09 (0.16) 109 (17) 155 (29) 124 (11)

DSG-600 1.58 (0.15) 2.60 (0.32) 3.10 (0.17) 109 (18) 156 (28) 124 (11)

DSG-800 1.58 (0.14) 2.58 (0.33) 3.10 (0.18) 108 (18) 154 (29) 124 (11

RSG 1.58 (0.11) 2.59 (0.25) 3.11 (0.13) 109 (14) 158 (25) 124 (11)

SiO2 1.58 (0.11) 2.55 (0.26) 3.06 (0.14) 108 (16) 152 (22) –

Expt. 1.61a 2.65b 3.1c 109.4b 148d 153b 118.1e

aNeutron diffraction93
bElectron diffraction54
cX-ray scattering94
dNuclear magnetic resonance56
eDFT with 6-31G** Gaussian basis set
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The Ow–Hw–Ow bond angle is commonly used to identify
structured water, with values as low as 139° and as high as 164°
depending on the amount of confinement.61,62 The Ow–Hw–Ow

PDF are all contracted by 4–10% compared to bulk water with the
RSG system exhibiting an Ow–Hw–Ow PDF peak value only 7°
different than bulk water. Decreasing Ow–Hw–Ow angles have
been reported for confined water, for example a ~150° Ow–Hw–Ow

bond angle for water confined between two planes 6.6 Å apart,62

providing further evidence for nanoconfined water in complex
silica gel systems. The RSG gel structure shows a shoulder of
Ow–Ow PDF on the shorter distance (Fig. 1b) and a slightly larger
Ow–Hw–Ow bond angle as compared the DSG-400 system (Fig. 1a).
This unusual behavior of water in RSG can be related to more
isolated pores (as evidenced in the diffusion data reported later),
hence higher level of confinement and stronger interaction with
the internal pore surface of silica, in RSG gel as compared to other
gel structures where more open and connected pores were
observed. This is also evidenced by Ow–Ow–Hw bond angle
distribution (BAD) (not shown) and enhanced intramolecular
hydrogen bonds. This is clearly shown in constrained Ow–Ow

interatomic distances in the RSG pre-peak in the spectra (Fig. 1b).
No change in the Hw–Ow–Hw bond angle from 104° occurred in
any of the simulations, indicating that true hexagonal ice, with a

Hw–Ow–Hw bond angle of 109°, is not formed.63,64 The structuring
of the water in the silica gel affects the diffusion coefficient of
water in the gel and resulting reactivity, which is discussed in
subsequent sections.

Connectivity and intermediate range structures
Connectivity of the silica gel alters its stability and reactivity due to
changing activation energies for Si–O bond breakage due to the
number of bridging oxygens bonded to the central silicon atom
(Qn distribution with n as the number of bridging oxygen). In the
DSG-800 structure, which has the highest silica concentration, the
primary Qn species is a Q3 which decreases to Q2 in the DSG-600
and Q1 in the DSG-400 structure (Fig. 2a). The RSG structure has a
broader peak in the Qn distribution at ~36% for the Q2 and Q3

species (Fig. 2b). The similarity in the Q2 and Q3 concentration is
partially due to the silica remnant of the sISG model, which
contains 36.7% Q2 species and 34.0% Q3 species (Fig. 2b). The
higher Q3 concentration results in an increased connectivity of
2.40 ± 0.01 compared to 2.24 ± 0.02 for the DSG-600 system with
comparable silica concentration. Previous computational investi-
gations have indicated that the Q2 and Q3 species in silica are
more stable than the Q1 and Q4 species,65,66 and the higher Q2

Fig. 1 a Ow–Hw–Ow bond angle distribution and b Ow–Ow pair
distribution function (PDF) for silica gel structures59 Fig. 2 Qn distribution of a de-polymerized silica gel (DSG) and b

remnant silica gel (RSG) systems and silica component of the
simplified international simple glass (sISG) structure
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and Q3 concentrations in the RSG models suggest that the
structure would be more stable than comparable DSG systems. An
increased concentration of Q3 species develops in the sISG model,
and consequently the RSG structure due to the initial Na+

concentration which modifies the network through the formation
of Q3 species.9 Stable concentrations of Q2 and Q3 have been
reported in experimental silica gels due to retaining Ca2+ or Na+

ions in the glass.9,67 With additional extended simulations (100+
ns) we hypothesize a complete transition from Q3 species to Q4 or
Q2.

9,67 Therefore, the silica gels inherit part of the silica
connectivity from the multicomponent glasses structures from
which the structures are developed.
Intermediate range structures of glasses are analyzed by the

ring size distribution, identified by the number of silicon in a ring,
with dense silica composed primarily of seven-membered rings.53

Peak shifts from seven-membered to six-membered and five-
membered rings have been previously identified in nanoporous
silica, and continues here (Fig. 3a).40 The silica ring concentration
in the sISG model used as the basis of the RSG identifies that
features of the original structure persist into the RSG system (Fig.
3b). In both the RSG and the sISG system five-membered rings
exhibit the highest concentration, compared to a six-membered

ring peak in the DSG-600 system with similar silica concentration.
In Fig. 3b the ring size distribution of the silicon atoms in the sISG
model indicates a strong five-membered ring peak. Computa-
tional silica gel models developed using sol–gel methods
identified five-membered rings as an intermediate step in the
formation of an interconnected silica network,68,69 suggesting
condensation of the silicon species in the RSG, which is not
present in the DSG system. Overall, the RSG system inherits some
of the intermediate range order from the multicomponent glass
structure, creating a unique structure when compared with DSG
systems.
Pore size distributions were also calculated to identify structural

differences in the gel between the DSG and RSG systems. The
distribution of pore diameters (Fig. 4) inside the system is
calculated using the method by Bhattacharya and Gubbins.70

The DSG-400 model with the lowest concentration of silicon has
the broadest distribution of pore sizes with the highest
concentration of ~2.5 Å pores. The DSG-600 and RSG systems,
which contain the same number of silicon (Table 1) exhibit
significantly different pore structures, with the RSG systems
having a peak pore size of 1.2 Å in diameter. In comparison, the
DSG-600 system has a much broader distribution of pore sizes
indicating that the defect formation process creates more
connected pores and a more fragmented silica network. This
microstructural differences indicates that the pore structure
develops differently in systems which begin with either a dense
silica gel or a multicomponent oxide. Overall, the intermediate
range order of silica gel systems formed from the multicomponent
glass structure and depolymerized process are distinct. It is likely
that a realistic gel structure would contain features of both DSG
and RSG systems. Therefore, the structure of the initial multi-
competent glass as well as subsequent dissolution events will
develop a gel with features of both systems. Future attempts to
create realistic silica gel structures should consider the structure of
the original multicomponent glass composition.

Diffusion inside silica gels
Diffusion coefficients of water in the RSG system exhibit typical
nanoconfined behavior, with hydrogen diffusion (DH) rates below
bulk water (Table 3). Limited diffusivity may be due to
confinement effect due to nanostructured pore features, with
water molecules forming H-bond networks adjacent to the
surface71 as suggested by earlier PDF analysis. Due to the complex
porosity in the RSG systems most water molecules fall into this
interfacial region, resulting in low diffusion coefficients.

Fig. 3 Ring size distribution of a de-polymerized silica gel (DSG) and
b remnant silica gel (RSG) structures and the silica component of
simplified international simple glass (sISG) system

Fig. 4 Normalized pore size distribution in silica gel structures. Error
bars are the standard deviation of three different gel structures
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Furthermore, the pore morphology also plays an important role.
Based on the modified random network model of silicate glass
structure, there exist modifier cation (e.g., Na+ and Ca2+) and non-
bridging oxygen (NBO, oxygen bond to only one silicon)-rich
regions separated from the main Si–O network structure. These
regions can form channels and, in compositions like ISG, isolated
regions rich in modifier and NBO exist. After dissolution of boron
and sodium, the SISG structure leaves behind these isolated pores
that are filled with water during the hydroxylation and hydration
process. In Figs. 5a and 6a visualization of the water diffusion
pathways demonstrate that in the RSG systems the water
molecules are trapped inside the pore structure and limited
diffusion occurs. It is expected that, after further dissolution of the
regions between the confined pores, the pores in the RSG system
will become connected. In the DSG systems increasing fragmenta-
tion results in DH values from 6.29 × 10−5 cm2/s in DSG-400 to
0.39 × 10−5 cm2/s in the DSG-800 models. DH values in the DSG-
400 system are on the order of bulk water diffusion, indicating the
rapid diffusion of water throughout the system. Increased
diffusion can be connected with the diffusion of silica, the Q0

concentration and the hydrogen bond network inside the porous
structure.
The highly fragmented nanoporous silica structures (DSG-400)

may be developing a water–silica suspension, rather than a stable
nanoporous gel through which the water diffuses, leading to high
water diffusion coefficients. In these models not only are DH values
elevated in the DSG-400 system, but so are the DSi values, which
are between 1.0 × 10−5 cm2/s to 2.0 × 10-8 cm2/s, higher than the
diffusion coefficient of silicon in silica of 10−15 cm2 (800 K).72

SiO4H4 molecules diffuse at a rate of 2.2 × 10−5 cm2/s, comparable
to the diffusion of silica in the DSG-400 system (Fig. 7a).73–76

Additional theoretical investigations identify increased diffusion of
silica dimer and trimers as well, in comparison to fully connected
network silicon.73 Here, DSi increases with Q0 concentration
approaching the experimental rate for dissolved silica in water
in the DSG-400 system.76 In a stable silica system with water
diffusing through the pores a high DH/DSi value is expected, and in
the DSG-800 model the ratio is ~195 (Table 3) indicating the
stability of the silica backbone. In the DSG-400 structure the DH/DSi

is 6.2 suggesting that this low-density gel is comparable to a
silica–water suspension, with increased water diffusion occurring
due to changes in the viscosity and intermolecular forces.77

A second compounding factor is the stability of the H-bond
network inside the gel.78 Silanols are predicted to have an H-bond
concentration of ~2, with one bond from adsorbed water and the
other from adjacent silanols.79 Calculation of H-bonds contributed
by adsorbed water indicates a decreasing concentration from 0.50
± 0.02 H-bond/silanol in the DSG-400 system to 0.20 ± 0.02 H-
bond/silanol in the DSG-800 system (Table 3) indicating an
incomplete H-bond network. The RSG system exhibits similarly
low concentrations of H-bonds at 0.20 ± 0.02 H-bonds/silanol,
below the DSG-600 system with comparable silicon concentra-
tions. The differences in the characteristics of the H-bonds at low
concentrations may have an impact on water diffusion through
the system, as high H-bond concentrations facilitate water

movement by allowing for water hopping through the structure
(Fig. 7b). Movement of silica fragments would exacerbate this
effect as the H-bond network is continually disrupted, resulting in
water diffusion to reform the network. Further investigation of the
water network within a highly variable and unordered silica

Table 3. Diffusion coefficients of hydrogen (DH) and oxygen (DO) in the water molecules as well as the silicon (DSi) in the de-polymerized silica gel
(DSG) and remnant silica gel (RSG)

DSG-400 DSG-600 DSG-800 RSG Water

DSi (10
-5 cm2/s) 1.01 ± 0.07 0.07 ± 0.02 0.002 ± 0.002 0.019 ± 0.01 –

DH (10-5 cm2/s) 6.29 ± 0.26 2.11 ± 0.31 0.39 ± 0.31 0.66 ± 0.29 2.94 ± 0.39

DH/DSi 6.2 30.1 195.0 34.7 –

Pore size (Å) 2.5 ± 2.3 1.8 ± 1.4 1.2 ± 0.8 1.2 ± 0.9 –

Hydrogen bonds (per Si–OH) 0.50 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.02 –

Fig. 5 Diffusion pathways of water molecules in the 50 ps of
simulation time at 300 K inside a remnant silica gel (RSG) and b de-
polymerized silica gel (DSG-600) systems. Different colors represent
different water molecules
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structure would provide insight into the effect of H-bond
saturation on water diffusion.
Ultimately, the differences in the structure of the silica gel

models have an impact on the diffusion coefficients, with the RSG
system exhibiting slower diffusion associated with nanoconfine-
ment. Therefore, the underlying framework of the silica in the gel
imparted by the original ISG composition creates a more
interconnected glass network structure but with more isolated
pores, after removing of the dissolvable species, than the
randomly created gels. This is reflected in the pore size
distribution (Fig. 4) where RSG has narrow pore size distribution
as compared to DSG-600, both with similar silica concentration.
The DSG-600 and RSG systems also exhibit significantly higher
water diffusivity, indicating that the intermediate network
structure and pore microstructures are critical in forming an
accurate silica gel model which accounts for changing diffusion.
Future investigations of silica gels formed on the surface of
multicomponent glasses will need to consider the role of the
original glass composition when creating realistic structure
models, due to the impact on the diffusional properties.
In summary, silica gel models which mimic the interfacial layers

formed during the dissolution of silicate glasses in aqueous
solutions were created using ReaxFF-based MD simulations. Two
different types of models were created, one is the silica remnant of
a sodium boroaluminosilicate glass (RSG) and the other one is
from dense amorphous silica structure which mimics hydrogarnet

defect formation by the random removal of silicon (DSG). The RSG
systems exhibit higher concentrations of Q3 and Q4 species and
five-membered rings due to inheriting the silica network structure
in the original multicomponent glass and slight repolymerization
after the pore creation. In contrast, the DSG models with
comparable silica concentration exhibits lower network connec-
tivity. The remnant gel structures also have smaller pore sizes,
narrower pore size distributions, and more isolated pore
morphology. Water diffusion coefficients in RSG are significantly
lower than in the DSG systems, due to the more isolated pore
morphology inherited from the original glass structure and
nanoconfinement effect of water molecules due to interaction
with the silica walls. In the DSG models the high fragmentation of
the silica structure resulted in structures with more open and
connected pores, resulting in increased water diffusion. Due to
their impact on water diffusivity in these systems, pore
morphology and silica network structure are thus critical
characteristics for the gel structure development. This work
focused on nanoporous silica gel structures and, as other network
forming species such as alumina and zirconia also remain in the
gel after initial dissolution, their effects on the gel morphology
and charge compensating effects remain to be studied.

Fig. 6 Snapshots of water diffusion pathways in a remnant silica gel
(RSG) and b the de-polymerized silica gel (DSG-600) system. Colors:
Si (yellow), O (red), H (white), diffusion pathway (gray)

Fig. 7 a Silicon diffusion coefficient (DSi) in silica gel structures with
Q0 concentration and b hydrogen diffusion (DH) in water molecules
with average hydrogen bond per silanol
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METHODS
Protocol for silica gel formation
The first method of silica gel formation mimics hydrogarnet defect
formation by removing individual silicon from dense silica, since silica
dissolves through successive removal of SiO4 tetrahedral.65,80 Similar
methods were used in silica models of molecular sieves, but did not
consider the development of surface silanols (Si–OH) or hydration.81 A
dense silica model was selected for the base structure. To create the 3000
atom model system the parallel MD simulation package DL_POLY was
used, with cubic periodic boundary conditions.82 A partial charge pair wise
potential with a long-range columbic interaction and a short-range
interaction in the Buckingham form was used, which has been previously
applied to silicate glass simulations by Du and Cormack.83,84 A randomized
initial configuration containing 1000 Si atoms and 2000 O atoms was
heated to 4000 K and then cooled to 300 K at a rate of 5 K/ps to form a
dense silica structure. All other simulations, after the creation of the silica,
used the ReaxFF force field.
Hydrogarnet defect formation is the most prevalent form of water

update in silica (quartz) under equilibrium conditions49 and was used to
generate the nanoporous silica gel structures. In this method of
depolymerization process a silica gel was formed (notation: DSG) by
randomly removing silicon atoms forming NBOs which were then
terminated with hydrogen to create silanol groups. Of the 1000 silicon
atoms present either 20, 40, or 60% were removed to control the

connectivity, with the resulting nanoporous silica containing 400 silicon
(DSG-400), 600 silicon (DSG-600), or 800 silicon (DSG-800). For hydration a
box of water molecules with a density of 1 g/cm3 was overlaid on the
nanoporous silica and water molecules within 1 Å of original system or
outside the simulation cell were removed, forming a hydrated silica gel
(Fig. 8a). Coordinates for the DSG silica gel structures are included in
Supporting Information.
In the second method the silica remnant of a multicomponent glass

structure is used as the base of the silica gel, since dissolution forms
interfacial layers by the removal of soluble species.10,11 Here a simplified
international simple glass composition (sISG) was used containing boron,
aluminum, silicon, sodium, and low concentrations of CaoO and ZrO2

(1.7 mole%), incorporated into the Na2O and SiO2 components, respec-
tively (Table 4). The simulation of the international simple glass (ISG)85

composition is not possible with currently available force fields (including
ReaxFF), necessitating the simplification of the composition (Table 4). The
selected Deng-Du force field42 has not been parameterized for
water–surface interactions, and is therefore only applied in the generation
of the multicomponent models. The same multicomponent glass force
field has been recently applied in the investigation of ISG glass structures
with considerable success.86

sISG glass models consisting of ~3000 atoms were created from a melt
and quench procedure followed by removal of sodium, boron, and
aluminum species.9,87 During sodium, boron, and aluminum removal NBO
defects were formed and then hydrogen terminated to form silanol
groups. Extra free oxygen generated during the removal of network
modifiers were removed. The nanoporous silica was hydrated by
overlaying a box of water molecules on the system and removing
overlapping atoms, forming a silica gel (Fig. 8b). Similar methods were
implemented for simulation of silica gels from multicomponent glasses by
Ohkubo et al.88 Coordinates for the RSG silica gel structures are included in
Supporting Information.

ReaxFF-based MD simulations
Classical MD simulations were performed using the dissociative
water–silica potential ReaxFF, developed by van Duin, Goddard, and
coworkers and parametrized by Yeon and van Duin.46–48 ReaxFF accurately
simulates bond breakage and formation in water–silica systems due to the
identification of bonding states based on interatomic distances.48 The
number of bonds is recalculated between frames, allowing for smooth
transitions from bonded to unbonded systems. All of the parameters used
to calculate the system energy decrease smoothly with distance, avoiding
sudden step-wise changes in energy.46,48 Here, ReaxFF was implemented
in the open source code LAMMPS, a classical MD code distributed by
Sandia National Laboratories.89 After the DSG and RSG systems were
created, classical MD simulations using the ReaxFF force field were
performed for 100 ps using a 0.25 fs time step for structural relaxation. The
temperature (T) was controlled at 300 K through a Nosé-Hoover thermostat
with a damping time of 100 time steps. The number (N) of atoms and the
simulation volume (V) was also controlled through a canonical (NVT)
ensemble.

Analysis methods
Bond distance and angle data were collected from 25,000 snapshots of the
silica gel from the last 50 ps of the NVT simulations. BAD and PDF include
variations from the amorphous structure and thermal vibrations, and are
reported with the peak location and the full-width-half-max values. PDF or
BAD peak values were normalized due to the changing number of water

Fig. 8 Snapshots of a final DSG-600 structre and b final RSG
structure. Colors: O (red), Si (yellow), H (white). Interior volume (and
water) is represented as a blue and gray isosurface

Table 4. International simple glass (ISG) composition and the
simplified ISG composition used as the initial conditions for creation of
the remnant silica gel (RSG) systems85

Composition (mole %) Al/B ratio Density (g/cm3)

SiO2 B2O3 Na2O Al2O3 CaO ZrO2

ISG 60.2 16.0 12.6 3.8 5.7 1.7 0.24 2.50a

sISG 61.8 16.0 18.4 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.24 2.49

aArchimedes method95
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molecules in the system. Oxygen atoms in the silica and water were
separated for analysis by coordination using a 2.25 Å cut-off. Geometric
parameters were also used to identify hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) by using
Ow–Os (oxygen in water and in a silanol group, respectively) distance of
less than 3.2 Å and Os–Hs (hydrogen in a silanol group) distances of less
than 2.6 Å. This method is consistent with the interatomic distances used
for identification of H-bonds by several previous authors.90,91

Diffusion coefficients were calculated from the atomic positions in a
50 ps trajectory recorded every 2 fs. The translational (2D) diffusion is
calculated, which considers only atomic movement through the x–y plane,
rather than diffusion of the water molecules in all three dimensions. 2D
diffusion was selected to investigate the flux of the atoms through the gel
structures. The mean squared displacement was calculated from Eq. (1)
with xi(0) as the position of particle “i” at time equal to 0, xi(t) as the
position of the same particle at time equal to t, and n as the total number
of atoms in the system92:

MSD ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

xi 0ð Þ � xi tð Þj j2: (1)

The Einstein diffusion equation (Eq. (2)) was used for calculation of the
diffusion coefficient92:

D ¼ 1
6
lim
t!1

d
dt

xi 0ð Þ � xi tð Þj j: (2)

Data for hydrogen diffusion was separated into DH from hydrogen
atoms in water molecules (reported here) and hydrogens that are part of
silanol groups.
All analysis of the silica gel was performed in triplicate with values

reported as the standard error (SE) unless otherwise noted. SE is calculated
using Eq. (3), with SD as the standard deviation and n as the number of
observations/iterations.

SE ¼ SDffiffiffi
n

p : (3)

Data availability
The authors declare that all data supporting the findings of this study are
available within the paper and its Supplementary Information files.
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